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the principal effect on operations of changing from 
a two- to a three-ship-a-week schedule would be that 
the maximum requirements for container storage would 
increase by 25 percent. The case study also re
vealed that, under either schedule, 

1. Containers arriving by truck would spend 
approximately 2 days in the terminal, whereas con
tainers off-loaded from the ship would spend approx
imately 1 dayi 

2. More than 10 percent of the containers would 
be delayed, on average, 10 min because of waiting 
for a yard hostleri more yard hostlers might be re
quired during peak periods when the ships are in the 
terminali 

3. Truck delays at the entry gate would be min
imal, but almost half of the departing trucks would 
be delayed at the exit gatei consequently, providing 
more gates may be appropriate. 

4. The maintenance facilities appear to be more 
than adequate to service the traffici and 

5. The time to load and unload a ship would be 
approximately 18 hr. 

This case study demonstrates only one type of 
parametric study that can be performed by using 
TANDEM. The purpose is to illustrate the type and 
quality of data produced from the TANDEM computer 
model. In a full-scale analysis effort, all param
eters of the terminal would be varied to develop t~e 
optimum terminal operating characteristics. For 
example, the following terminal characteristics 
would be varied: the number of gatesi the number of 
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yard hostlersi the rate, volume, and mix of arriving 
containers by trucki the size of shipsi the arrival 
schedule of ships (assumed to be equally spaced dur
ing the week)i and the layout of the terminal. 

CONCLUSION 

A computer simulation model such as TANDEM offers 
the terminal designer the opportunity to plan, de
sign, or modify container terminals with less risk 
and more confidence. Specifically, the designer can 
use the model to develop the optimum system design 
and then to test the response of the design to vari
ous traffic levels and operational scenarios. Be
cause the cost of capital is high, and because the 
terminal design can affect the profitability of the 
operating company for decades, terminals must be 
planned and designed by using the latest available 
techniques. 
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Simulation of Railway Piggyback Terminals 

LOUIS DUBE 

The computer model described in this paper almulatos trailer handlln9$ In rail
way top-lift piggyback terminals. It allows a fast and accurate evaluation of 
operating trade-offs by quantifying the use of tracks, storage area1, cranes, and 
tractors. Tho input comprises key physical charac1eri1tics, machineschodulos, 
and train end !roller arrivals and departures according to specified distributions. 
Output tables describe tho machine tlmo spent In loading, unloading, traveling, 
or idling, and they also describe an hourly distribution of cari on eaoh track 
and trailers in storage. Time-distance charts of machine positions on each track 
give a detailed log of operations performed for each trailer. The simulation has 
been usod lo evnluete modlfioatfons to existing terminals and for the design of 
proposed terminals. It has general applicability to o wide va.riety of terminal 
configurations, equipment types and speeds, and traffic volumes. It ls written 
in Simscript 11.5 and requires 400·600 K of core and 1-5 sec/simulated day to 
execute, depending on the size of traffic. 

A computer simulation model of operations in a rail
way piggyback terminal, where trailers are lifted on 
and off railcars, is presented. Such terminals pro
vide the link between the long-distance haul of 
trailers on railway cars and the delivery of those 
trailers by road to customers. 

The following points are covered in this paper: 

1. Objectives of simulation, 
2. Events simulated, 
3. Events not simulated, 
4. Inputs required, 
5. Outputs generated, 
6. Technical considerations, and 

7. Applications for (a) modification of an ex
isting terminal, and {bl design of a proposed ter
minal. 

OBJECTIVES OF SIMULATION 

Simulations of operations have always been a power
ful tool in designing intermodal terminals. They 
allow a systematic evaluation of various designs 
under different traffic levels and operating condi
tions. Two major difficulties have held back the 
full use of simulations: (a) the high level of de
tail required to model reality adequately, and (b) 
the long time spent in performing simulations man
ually and recording pertinent information for fur
ther analysis. 

The computer simulation described here attempts 
to overcome these difficulties. It includes the 
most relevant features of a piggyback terminal, sim
ulates its activities in detail, and produces re
ports on its performance, thus allowing many alter
natives to be analyzed quickly. It may be used to 
evaluate changes in loading tracks, handling equip
ment, traffic volumes, and train schedules. 

EVENTS SIMULATED 

In a piggyback terminal, trailers change modes of 
transportation from road to rail and vice versa. 
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Figure 1. Physical elements of typical intermodal terminal. 
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The elements of a typical terminal (shown in Figure 
1) are: 

1. The gate, where trailers enter or exit the 
terminal by the road; 

2. Rail tracks, where trailers are loaded or 
unloaded on or off the railcars; 

3. Trailer parking, where trailers are stored 
until railcars are ready to be loaded or (for un
loaded traffic) until a tractor picks them up for 
delivery ; 

4. Lifting equipment, which lifts trailers on or 
off railcars from or to the trackside; and 

5. Tractors, which pull trailers between parking 
and trackside. 

The events simul a ted modify the status of the 
rail tracks, gate, and trailer parking. Status is 
expressed as the number of trailers at the abOve 
locations over time. 

Events may be externally generated according to a 
train schedule or gate arrival distribution for 
train arrivals on the tracks (loaded with trailers) 
or trailer arrivals at the gate (individually by 
road) , or they may be internally driven, i.e . , un
loading of trailers from the car (after train ar
rival) or loading of trailers onto the car (after 
gate arriva l). 

The s e que nce of events simulated for arriving 
trains is as follows: 

1. Arriving train selects the best track: It 
must be free of cars, accept the largest number of 
cars from the train, and waste the least space on 
the track. If the whole train or part of the train 
cannot be placed on the tracks, the remaining cars 
are considered to be on storage tracks until a track 
is free. 

2. Cranes unload trailers off railcars: As soon 
as the train arrives, unloading may start, provided 
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that a lifting machine is available for unloading on 
that track. If more than one machine are free, the 
nearest one will be dispatched. Unloading will tend 
to be performed sequentially along the track, where 
the machine moves to the closest (and adjacent) 
trailer on the track. 

3. Yard tractors bring trailers to parking 
area: Trailers may stay at trackside until an out
side tractor picks them up for delivery or until the 
trackside must be freed for loading trailers; un
loaded trailers are then brought by yard tractors to 
a parking area in the yard. Trailers depart from 
the yard according to a given probability distri
bution. 

The sequence of events simulated for departing 
trains is as follows: 

1. Trailer arrives by road at the gate: It is 
processed there according to a given service time. 
It then proceeds to a section of a track reserved 
for one of the final destinations of the train it 
will be loaded on. If the track is not yet ready to 
accept trailers, the arriving trailer proceeds to 
the parking areii. 

2. Yard tractors bring trailers to trackside: 
When the track is made ready to receive trailers, 
tractors will start to bring trailers in the parking 
area for that train to sections of track allocated 
for each destination. 

3. Cranes load trailers on railcars: When empty 
railcars have been placed on the track, a crane will 
load trailers at trackside onto the adjacent rail
car. The crane will move to the closest trailer to 
load on that track or any other track. This may 
result in substantial (and unavoidable) traveling if 
the track is blocked into a number of destinations 
and trailers arrive randomly at the gate for each 
destination. 

4. Trains depart according to schedule: When 
the train must leave, trailers that have not yet 
been loaded on it remain on the ground. They will 
be brought to the parking area by yard tractors and 
remain there until the next train for that destina
tion is placed on the tracks. 

EVENTS NOT SIMULATED 

Two types of events, railc a r avai l abili ty and 
trailer and railcar sizes, we r e not i ncluded in the 
simulation. They were considered too complex to 
simulate because they required too much detailed 
input and affected terminal operations in unpre
dictable or insignif i cant ways. 

1. Railcar availability: In the simulation, it 
is assumed that empty railcars are always available 
in sufficient number to load all of the expected 
trailers. This is not necessarily the case in real 
life; there may be a lack of railcars, and some 
trailers would then remain on the ground. Simulat
ing railcar ava i l ability requires tha t the whole 
fleet of cars acr o s s the country be simu l ated, which 
is outside the scope of this model. 

2. Trailer and railcar sizes: Trailers come in 
different lengths ( 26, 40, and 45 ft long) , as do 
railcars (holding a 40-ft and a 45-ft trailer, or 
two 26-ft trailers, and so on). The simulation does 
not match trailers to railcars by sizes. It matches 
them only by destination. Taking sizes into account 
would require that they all be input individually 
and that the transportation yard itself be modeled. 
Instead, an average trailer and car length are used 
to determine the number of trailers that can be 
loaded on a given track. 
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INPUTS REQUIRED 

A brief description of the input may give an appre
ciation of the level of detail that is incorporated 
in the model. An example of such input is shown in 
Figures 2-5. The input detail is as follows: 

1. Simulation parameters--day and time simula
tion starts and ends, percentage change in volume 
over stated traffic, average time to find a trailer 
in the storage area, average time between removing 
cars on the track and placing other cars, average 
car (and trailer) length, average distance between 
tracks, trailer-to-gate processing time, number of 
gates, and time between last trailer arrival and 
train departure; 

2. Tr::ack--track number and length, distance from 
track position no. 1 to trailer parking, and other 
track numbers that share the same roadway; 

3. Tractor--tr::avel speed (in miles per hour), 
coupling and uncoupling time to trailer (in sec
onds) , detailed schedule of working hours or down
time, and particular:: assignments to specific track 
or train; 

4. Lifting equipment--type (gantry straddling 
track or side-loader), travel speed (in miles per 
hour), loading and unloading time cycles (in sec
onds) , time to change tracks (for gantry cranes) , 
detailed schedule of working hours or downtime, and 
particular:: assignments to specific track or train 
(if any); 

5. Trains--train name, arrival 
time, number of trailers on train, 
(if any) it should be assigned to, 
arriving trailers should be left at 
before departure at which trailers 

Figure 2. Input example-run parameters and track. 

DAY AND TIME S IMULATION STARTS MON 

SIMULATED TIME : 1.00 DAYS 

or departure 
specific track 
time at which 

trackside, time 
may be brought 

% CHANGE IN VOLUME OVER STATED TRAF'FIC : 0. (EG. 5 F'OR 5\) 
CHANGE: CAN BE NEGATIVE (I.E. DECREASE IN VOLUME) 
EG. -S. 5 F'OR A DECREASF. OP S. 5% 

TRACTOR TIME IN STORAGP. : l.O MINUTES 
TRAC'l'OR TIME IN C LUDES THE TlMP. REQUIRED TO flND TH E 
DESIRE!() TRAILER OR TO F'IND AN EMPTY SPOT TO PARK THP. 
TRAILER, ANY lNTERF'ER£NCF.: llET\lEP.N TRACTORS IN STORAGE, 
THE PARKING AND PLACING TIMES l:::XCLUDING THF: 
COUPLING/UNCOUPLING. 

AVERAGE TIME F'OR SH ITCH ING 30. MINUT!:":S 

AVERAGE CAR LF:NGTH : 50.0 F'EE'r 

PAD HITH : 100, 0 PEET 

GATE ~ROCESSrNG TIME 2.0 MINUTES 

NUMB£R OP GATF; S 

TIME AETWEEN CUT OPP AN D PULL : ts.a MINUTES 

TRACK IN FORMATION 

PI ELD DEP !NITION 
TRACK 

PAD LENGTH 
ACCESS 

INTEGEH RF.PRESENTING THE TRACK NUMBP.R 
INTEGER REPRESENTING PAO LENGTH {FEET) 

DF.SCRIBE:S TRACK AC CESS AS F'OLLOWS 

DISTANCE 

CONNNECTION 

PAD LENGTH 

3000 

1 - ONE END ONLY 
2 - TWO END S 
D!S'rANCF.; IN PEET BETWEEN BEGINNING or TRACK 
AND STORAGE AREA. 
OTHER TRACK CON NECTE D TO Bi' S HARED ROADWAi' 
(ENTER 0 IP NOT CONNECTED) 

~ CONNECTlON 

500 .o 

END OP TRACK INPORMATION 

Figure 3. Input example-machine definition. 

TRACTOR DEFINITION 

FIELD DEFINITlON : 
TRACTOR 1.D. i UP TO B CHARACTER UNIQUE TRACTOR 

I DENT IF !CATION 
TRAVEL SPEED 

COUPLING/UNCOUPLING TIME 1 

REAL NUMBER REPRESENTING TRAVELLING 
SPEED IN MPH OF TRACTOR IN YARD 
REAL NUMBER REPRESENTING EITHER 
COUPLING/UNCOUPLING TIME OF A 
TRACTOR TO f\ TRAILER IN S ECONDS. 

TRACTOR I .D. 
TRAVEL SPEED 

( MPH ) 
COUPLING/UNCOUPLING TIME 

(SECONDS I 

TRACTOR l 15. 0 60 

ENO OF TRACTOR DEF lNITION 

HEAVY EQUIPME NT DEFINITION 

FIELD DEFINITION : 
EQUIPMENT I.D. UP TO 8 CHARACTER UNI QU E EQUIPMENT 

I DENT If I CATION 
REAL NUMBER REPRESENTING TRAV EL LING 
SPE ED OF EQUIPMENT IN YARD 
INTEGER REPRESENTING ONE PULL CYCLE 
TIME FOR LOADING OPERATIONS 
INTEGER REPRESENTING ONE FULL CYCLE 

T IM.E FOR UNLOADING OPERATIONS 
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TRAVEL SPEED 

LOAD TIME 

UNLOAD TIME 

CHANGE TRACKS TIME 

TYPE 

TIME REQUIRED BY MACHINE TO CHANGE PADS 
(MINUTES) 
MACHINE CAN BE OF ONE OF TWO TYPES, 
CRANES OR FRONT LOADERS 
(USE CRANE OR LOADER KEYWORDS) 

CHANGE 
'rRAVEL SPEED LOAD TIME UNLOAD TIME TRACK TIME 

EQUIP. I.D. (MPH) (SECONDS) (SECONDS) (MINUTES) TYPE 

CRANE-1 6. 0 136 115 CRANE 

END OF HEAVY EQUI PMENT DEFINITION 

MACHINE I.D. TIME FROM ~ 
CRANE-1 HON l 18 HON l 22 00 
TRACTOR! HON l 18 MON l 22 00 

SELECTED AREA 
MACHINE I.D. TIME TRACKS TRAINS POSITIONS 

CRANE-1 HON l 18 0 ANY ANY ANY 

END OF MACHINE ASSIGNMENTS 

Figure 4. Input example-distributions and inbound train. 

TRAILER DISTRIBUTIONS 

GENERAL DISTRIBUTION OF TYPE l (ALWAYS NEEDED) 

FIELD DEF IN IT ION : 
HOURS FROH TRAIN TIME NUMBER OF HOURS BEFORE TRAIN 

DEPARTURE TIPiE 
FRACTION TRAILERS FRACTION Of' TRAILERS ARRIVING OR 

l.EAVING DURING GIVEN ttOUR. 
APPLIED TO NUMBER OP TRAILERS IN 
BLOCK. 

DISTRIBUTION NUMBER : 

HOURS FROM T.IUUN TIME FRACTION TRAILERS 

.10 

.10 

.20 

. 30 

.30 

END OF GENERAL DISTRIBUTION 

INBOUNO SCHEDULE (START INC ON A "OHDllY ! 

FIELD DEFINITIONS : 
ARRIVAL TIME 

TRAIN 
NO. OF UNITS 

TRACKSIDE TIME 

WORK OFFSET 

DIST 
TRACK NO . 

OF THE FORMAT HON l 08 25 
INTEGER NUMBER REPRESENTING ARRIVING TRAINS 
INTEGER NU,..BER REPRESENTING 'ftfE NU!lt.BER or 
TRAILERS OR CONTAINERS ON THE ARRIVING 
TRAIN 
A R£AL NUP18ER REPRESENTING THE TI .. E, IN 
HOURS THE TRAILERS WILi.. BE LEFT ALONG '11(£ 
S 10£ OF 'mE TRACK TO BE PICKED UP DIRECTLY 
BY 'nfE CUSTOMERS. 
TIME (P11NUTES) TO HAIT DEFORE STARTING tlORK 
ON 'l"RAIN 
DISTRIBUTION SELECTION P'OR TRAIN 
REPRESENTS THE SELECTED TRACK NUMBERS 
ASSIGNED TO 111E ARRIVING TRAIN CAN BE OP' 
THE FOLLCMING PORKATS : 01 

(02 46 47) 
l\NY 

NO. TRACKSIOE \.IORK 
ARRIVAL TIHE TRAIN TRAILERS ~ ~ ~ TRACK NO. 

MON 2 10 30 201 37 5.00 o. llNY 
END OF SCHEDULED INBOUND TRAINS 
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Figure 5. Input example-outbound train schedule. 

OUTOOU~D SC HEDULE (STllRTlllG 011 II llONDAY) 

FIEGD DEFINITION : 

PULL 

PULL TIME 
TRAIN 

(BLOCK) 
NO. Of' UNITS f 

(UNITS I 

CAR PLACED 

TRACKSIDE TIME 

DIST 
TRACK NO. 

OF TUE PORMAT ~10N l l') JO 
INTE;GER NUMBER REPRESENTING DEPARTING 
TRAIN 
DESTINATION BLOCK NUMBER 
INTEGER NUMBER REPRESENTlNG THE TOTAL 
NUMBER OF TRAILERS OR CONTAINERS ON THE 
DEPARTING TRAIN 
INTEGER NUMBER REPRESENTING THE NUMBER OF' 
UNITS ON EACH DESTINATION BLOCK 
OF THE FORMAT MON 1 17 30 
REPRESENTS THE TIME AT WHICH EMPT'l CARS 
ARE PLACED ON THE TRACK 
REAL NUMBER REPRESENTING THE NUMBER OF 
HOURS BEFORE DEPARTURE THE UNITS HILL BE 
BROUGHT DIRECTL'l BESIDE TRACK 
DlS'l'MHJU'l'LUN ~t::L~L'.'l'lUN l"UK 'l'l{A!N 
REPRE:SENTS THE SELECTED TRACK NUMBER( S) 
ASSIGNED TO 'rHE DEPARTING TRAIN CAN BE OF' 
THE FOLLOWING FORMATS 01 

(02 46 47) 
ANY 

NlJolllER C>" 
'MAIN/ UNITS/PlACFS 

TIMe 
CAR TRACKSIDE: ',lJRK TRACK 

-..!!!:!L ~ !c.llTS/P!AC!Sl PlACED ~ ~ Q!2'.!: .!!£:...... 
Mctll220 100 

BWCK l 
BlOCK 2 
BWCK J 
BWCK 4 

60 
15 
15 
15 
15 

60 ~1180 

U<ITS 
UNITS 
U<ITS 
UNITS 

END OF SCHEDULED OUTBOUND TRAIN 

Figure 6. Output example-gate report. 

MAX[MUM TIM.£ AT GA.TE 
MEAN TIME AT GATF.: 
PROCESSING Tllo\£ 

4.00 

7 MIN UT ES 
2.6 MINUTES 
2, 0 MIN UT ES 

o. 

PERCENTAGE TIME AT GATE 
QUEUE LENGTU 

7 
8 
9 

10 

OF TIME 

• 978 
.018 
.002 
.001 

0. 
0. 
0. 
o. 
0. 
o. 
o. 

(MINUTeS) 

O .::: "" T < 1 
l c • T - 2 
2 <'.'. = T - J 
3 < = T ~ 4 
4 < = T < 5 
5 <= T < 6 
6""' = T < 7 
7 < = T - 8 
B < = T < 9 
9 <"' T < 10 
q <-= T c. 10 

10 < = T < 11 
11 < • T < 12 
12 <= T < lJ 
13 <..• T < 14 

Figure 7. Output example-other reports. 

CRANE-1 
ALL 

135 
135 

47 
47 

58 240 
58 240 

56 . 
56 . 

TRAILERS ARRIV)J, AND lEPARIURE BY RAIL 

NUMBER or 
TRA l~ERS 

0 
0 

40 
~ 
9 
0 
1 
I 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

o. 20. 
o. 20. 

24 . 
24. 

TIMe I TRAIN I TRA!LeRS I TRAILERS I '!Url\L I REMAINING 

Ill«'\ I 
2200 I 

I 
DAY '!ml\L I 

I 
I 

GIWID '!ml\LS I 

~ 

Mm 16 0 
M{ll/ 22 0 

1 

I Ill I arr I 
) I I 

lOO I o I 60 I 
I I I 
I 0 I 60 I 
I I I 
I I I 
I 0 I 60 I 
I I I 

SWI'ICH LISTING FOR SlHULATirn 

~ 18 0 
"""' 22 15 

~ TRAIN 

!'LAC!,., 100 
REJ.IOVING 100 

I "l'RA!LER!l 
I 

60 I 
I 

60 I 0 
I 
I 

60 I 
I 
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directly to trackside 
empty cars are placed, 
loading may be started 
destination blocks and 
hlor.k; i'lnn 

by customer, time at which 
time at which loading or un
on that train, and number of 
number of trailers for each 

6. Trailers--trailer-arrival-to-gate probability 
distribution (expressed as a percentage of total 
trailers or exact number of trailers arriving ran
domly within an hour at any given hour of day or 
hour before train departure), trailer-departure
from-gate probability distribution (expressed in the 
same manner as arrivals), and any other number of 
probability distributions (they are referred to by 
number) • 

OUTPUTS GENERATED 

Outputs summarize the various key statistics that 
help to evaluate different plant and operating meth
ods (see Figures 6 and 7). Some outputs are also 
available that, on demand, give a detailed log of 
each event in the simulation. A description of the 
main outputs is given below: 

1. Echo of input data; 
2. Distribution of actual gate arrivals and de-

partures by hour of day; 
3. Trailer queues at the gate; 
4. Trailer arrivals and departures by rail; 
5. Hourly distribution of cars on each track; 
6. Number of trailer's in storage by hour of day; 
7. Crane and tractor use by hour of day; 
8. Machine time spent in loading, unloading, 

traveling, and idling; 
9. Time-distance chart of machine position on 

track with operation performed; and 
10. Track status at given hour that shows empty 

track, empty cars, loaded cars, and trailers by 
trackside by position. 

TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The simulation is written in Simscript II.5, a com
puter language designed s peci f ically for discrete
event s i mul ations. It requi res from 400 to 600 K of 
core and l to 5 sec/simulated day to execute, de
pending on the number of trains simulated. The cost 
per average run ranges from $10 to $20. 

The reports process a log file created by the 
simulation. They require various compilers, e.g., 
COBOL, FORTRAN, and Data Analyzer. 

APPLICATIONS 

Two types of applications are discussed in this sec
tion--one on existing terminals and the other on 
proposed terminals that use results of a parametric 
anal~,rsis of key phys ica l e l ements in a terminal. 

Railway intermodal terminals are supported by a 
rail yard, where trains arrive and depart and where 
cars are sorted by destination. This simulation 
does not model any of these car classification oper
ations. The actual configuration of the rail sup
port yard may restrict the design of the intermodal 
terminal where trailers are loaded on railcars. 

Modifications of Existing Terminals 

This simulation has been applied to determine what 
modifications would be required if Canadian National 
Railway's (CN Rail) Toronto intermodal terminal were 
to handle 8 additional trains per day of 40 trailers 
each. This represents an increase of 80,000 trail
ers/year in and out of that terminal, or 100 percent. 

The number of trailer lifts would double as com
pared with the cur rent number. This does not mean 
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that the terminal would have to expand to twice its 
current size to handle the extra traffic. It now 
has slack capacity, with two ):rain arrivals in the 
morning and one in the evening and three train de
partures in the evening. The additional traffic is 
expected to be evenly distributed during the day, 
f illing up the morning and. early afternoon slack, 
but putting a strain on the fairly busy evening op
erations . 

The question to resolve, then, is how many more 
tracks or machines would be required to handle this 
additional traffic. The length of additional tracks 
i s fixed at about 2 , 500 ft because of existing 
t rackage length. The type of machine i s also prac
t ically fixed to ensure compati bility with gantry 
c ranes currently used. 

The terminal now operates two gantry cranes on 
three tracks. Most of the time only one crane is 
necessary. The second crane is used mainly as a 
backup. 

Current plant and machines can easily handle the 
additional traffic during night and morning shifts. 
However, the table below shows that , during the 
evening shift, three cranes are required; two cranes 
cannot load all the traffic (note that the statistic 
for trailers remaining shows that the cranes did not 
have enough time to load those trailers before de
parture) : 

Plant 
Three Tracks and Three Tracks and 

Item Two Cranes Three Cranes 
Time spent (%) 

Loading 55 35 
Unloading 20 15 
Idling 9 45 
Traveling 16 5 

Trailers re- 15 0 
maining 

As can be seen , travel time decreases, when using 
three cranes, from 16 to 5 percent. Eac.h crane may 
be assigned to just one track; no traveling from 
track to track need occur . 

Three cranes on three tracks are thus considered 
the minimum operating plant to handle the extra 
traffic. One more track and crane may be recom
mended in the final design to provide slack capacity 
for railcar switching a nd crane breakdowns. 

Design of Proposed Terminals 

Proposed termina.ls do not have as many space or 
equipment constraints as does the extension to 
existing terminals. '!'rack length and number , and 
machine t ype or number, may be allowed to vary more 
f r eely . The basic input to this mode l can be 
changed easily to test many different situations. 

As an example, the simulation was used to test 
machine travel time as a percentage of loading time, 
given d ifferent track number, length, destination 
per track, and level of traffic. 

Figure 8 shows the re sults Qf simulating the 
loading of 60 trailer!il for 6 destinations in 4 hr by 
us ing l , 2 , 3, or 6 tracks o f , respectively, 3 ,000, 
1, 500 , 1 ,000, or 500 ft each. Total track length in 
al l cases i s 3 , 000 ft . Each destination has 10 
trailers that use up to 500 ft of track. 

Two types of lifting equipment are being tested: 
the gantry crane that straddles a track and the 
side-lift that moves freely on one side of the 
track. The main difference between the two machines 
is that the gantry crane must travel to either end 
of the track it is straddling to change track, 
whereas the side-lift may move directly to an ad-

35 

Figure 8. Travel time for different track lengths. 

llQI!l: 60TllA ILERS LOADf; O FO~ 6 OESTINATIONS IN 4 llOUltS 

TRACKS 

3000' 1500' 1000 1 500' LONG 

jacent track without having to run to the end of the 
track. Therefore, use of the side-lift results in 
less traveling time . 

Tr ailers arrive randomly at the tracks as 10 , 20 , 
20, 20, and 30 percent of total trailers (60) at l 
to 5 hr before train departure for each destina
tion . Thus, 3 hr before departure , 12 trailers will 
arrive , with 2 (on average) for each destination. 
•rhe lifting equipment must load them as they arrivP. 
in their proper block . 

Traveling between destination blocks is inevi
table. The machine cannot wait for all trailers for 
one destination to arrive, because such an event 
will happen for all destinations separately shortly 
before train departure . A.s trailers arrive , the 
machine loads all adjacent trailers (for one desti
nation) , travels past empty rail cars, and loads the 
next series of adjacent trailers (which have already 
arrived for another specific destination). 

Given those conditions, Figure 8 shows how both 
types of machines travel less needlessly as the num
ber of tracks increases . Improvements are rela
tively slow for the gantry crane ( 50 to 30 percent 
for 1 to 6 tracks). They are more drama·tic for the 
side-loader at two tracks (50 to 10 percent for l to 
2· tracks) but do not improve further for a large 
number of tracks. They e ven worsen for 3 tracks (18 
percent) , which is understandable, as track 1 and 2 , 
but not track 3, share the same roadway . An even 
number ot tracks thus reduces traveling time as com
pared to an odd number. 

Figure 9 shows how traveling time is sensitive to 
the number of destinations per track; e . g ., loading 
60 trailers in 4 hr on on.ly 1 track for 6, 4, 3, 2, 
and l destinations. Traveling time as a pei::centage 
of loading time goes .from 50 to 5 percent for runs 
of 6 to 1 destinations on 1 track. Ideally , at one 
destination per track, traveling time should be 
zero . 'l'his is not the case because some tr-ailers 
(3 0 percent) arrive l hr before loading star ts. 
They are stored i n the parking area and brought to 
trackside when t he lifting equipment is ready. 
Space is reserved at the beginning of the trac k for 
those trailers that arr ived early . The lifting 
equipment must travel between trailers brought to 
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Figure 9. Travel time for different destination blocks. 
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trackside by the tractors and those arriving di
rectly from the gate. 

Because it is assumed that gantry cranes and 
side-loaders lift and travel at the same speed, 
there is no difference between those two types of 
equipment when loading on one track. 

It is concluded from this example that it is best 
to have the least number of destinations for the 
traffic. That, however, is not a fac~tor that can 
normally be changed at the terminal level because it 
is a traffic characteristic. 

Figure 10 shows that lifting equipment travel 
time goes down as the number of trailers per hour 
goes up. This is to be expected , because the number 
of adjacent trailers is likely to be higher for any 
destination if the frequency of arrivals is greater. 

This test was done with 60 trailers going to 3 
different destinations to be loaded on 1 single 
track. Trailer arrivals were equal in each hour 
within each run and varied from 12 to 30 trailers/hr 
for different runs. 

Not all trailers were loaded for frequencies of 
20 and 30 trailers/hr. There was not enough time to 
load all of them before train departure. This im-
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Figure 10. Travel time for different traffic levels. 
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plies that, for a given traf f ic pattern, there is a 
time to start loading before train departure that 
will minimize traveling time and at the same time be 
long enough to load all trailers. Lifting equipment 
utilization would then be maximized. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This parametric analys is shows how this model can be 
used to optimize track length and number and machine 
utilization. In any concre te applications for a 
proposed terminal, current and forecasted trains 
would have to be simuiated under different sce
narios. Particular traffic patterns would affect 
the results of this pat:ametric analysis. 

The model is limited to the analysis of plant and 
operating conditionR of an intermodal terminal . It 
may be used to evaluate changes in opet:ations quan
titatively . It shows how well-used tracks a nd 
machines perform under different situations. But it 
does not perform an economic analysis on the size of 
the plant or the number or types of machines. That 
step comes after the operating analysis. 




